
WORKSHOP #2 Space management Tool:
 Google Agenda



Grainerie’s spaces calendar: experimentation on Google Calendar and 
Fullcalendar

Context
There are six rehearsal spaces in the Grainerie and we host 

about seventy companies residencies a year.

We work with a shared schedule (excel sheet/google sheet). 
It’s a shared calendar by spaces, a schedule with double 

entries by dates and spaces.



https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1juPBNFiWkhKHM-AvqgW7AYMJxPTwIzko2lxnN2fHzps/edit#gid=922923781

During the Circollaborative workshop we realised how useful a real calendar tool 
could be for the whole venue management. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1juPBNFiWkhKHM-AvqgW7AYMJxPTwIzko2lxnN2fHzps/edit#gid=922923781


We first tried Skedda, a calendar tool that allows a view by 
spaces, but we realised that the booking system was made 

for booking spaces per hours and not per days or weeks. This 
way of working wasn’t suitable for us. Besides, the free 

version only permitted to display five spaces. 

https://lagrainerie.skedda.com/booking?nbend=2019-01-31T21%3A00%3A00&nbspaces=161388&nbstart=2019-01-31T13%3A00%3A
00

https://lagrainerie.skedda.com/booking?nbend=2019-01-31T21%3A00%3A00&nbspaces=161388&nbstart=2019-01-31T13%3A00%3A00
https://lagrainerie.skedda.com/booking?nbend=2019-01-31T21%3A00%3A00&nbspaces=161388&nbstart=2019-01-31T13%3A00%3A00




We then tried Google calendar, but as this app wouldn’t allow 
us to have the same vision by spaces that we needed and 
had already with Google sheet, Ekito informed us about a 
new tool, “Fullcalendar”, that would transform the google 

calendar into a different calendar by spaces. 

This Fullcalendar wouldn’t be editable, it would only be a 
display of the Google calendar in a more proper overview (by 

spaces - by week/month).



Process

We created a test calendar in google agenda with all our 
different spaces.

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/b/1/r/month/2018/10/1

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/b/1/r/month/2018/10/1




Then we imagined and dreft the templates to be adapted to 
our managing spaces practise. We worked with Ekito to 

present them the templates, study the feasibility and make 
changes if needed. 

Ekito worked on the creation of the templates and 
synchronization between Google calendar and Fullcalendar. 
They presented us a prototype that we tried to adapt to the 

best solution by:



- Allowing us to have a spaces overview per month and per 
week and not only per day (creation of “Slots” overview)







- Change the colors to better identify the spaces.

- getting pop-ups with additional information on the events 
when putting the cursor over them.





Results

The overview in fullcalendar wasn’t good enough for us. We 
already had a tool that worked alright and didn’t really need to 

change. We created this new calendar for experimentation 
but the results are not readable, we don’t have the global 

view of the venue activities that we need.

We decided though to test the google calendar for the two 
coworking spaces and the team calendars.




